20-16-02: Butter mixing and kneading machine
Manufacturer: Simon Freres, Type: Contimalax KART 1140

Information
Butter mixing and kneading machine with 2 sections. Section 1: for vacuum, section 2: for injection of culture or water. Feeding of the machine by a butter reworker. This machine has the possibility of precisely adjusting the moisture content by injection culture or brine water, or blending 2 different butters from 2 different reworkers. Vacuum working to reduce the air content. Useable for working / softening and blending any product with a consistency similar to that of butter. Complete with all piping, framework and round, open return vat.

Description
Offer number 20-16-02
Description Butter mixing and kneading machine
Manufacturer Simon Freres
Type Contimalax KART 1140
Capacity 10,000 kg per hour
Year of manufacture 1987
Serial number 1137
Power Main motor: 55 kW
Weight ± 3,000 kg
Conditions Good
Dimensions (L x W x H) 480 x 180 x 270 cm
Terms of delivery FCA
Location The Netherlands